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Welcome
Welcome to our State of Compliance report for 2015—PwC’s fifth annual survey
designed to give corporate compliance officers the benchmarking data they need in
order to understand common industry practices today and plan for more-effective, moreefficient compliance operations in the future. Launched in 2011, this annual report aims
to give compliance function leaders a comprehensive view of how their peers structure
and staff their organizations, the scopes of their responsibilities, the risks they target,
the processes they follow to manage their compliance programs, the resources at their
disposal, and more.

Delve into the full
global analysis of the
State of Compliance
2015 Survey at
pwc.com/us/
stateofcompliance

We evolve the survey each year by studying feedback from our clients and incorporating
insights from the previous year while keeping some core questions the same for
comparison purposes.
We have organized the responses into five themes, focusing on the current challenges
that chief compliance officers and chief ethics and compliance officers (collectively,
CCOs, compliance officers, or compliance chiefs) face and how they can expand their
roles to become partners to the business, contributing actively to the organization’s
strategy and direction.
We received 1,102 responses to our 2015 survey from compliance executives—roughly
the same total as in 2014. Survey responses were received from a broad cross section of
companies from 23 industry sectors, whose revenue ranged from under $500 million
to over $25 billion, which provides a comprehensive view of the compliance function in
a wide variety of organizational settings. The profile of the companies included in this
year’s survey is weighted toward larger organizations to a slightly greater extent than
last year.
This report is part of a more detailed analysis that will include certain industry results
in separate addenda. Once you’ve reviewed this report, we encourage you to delve
into our analysis of industry results, which will be made available at www.pwc.com/
us/stateofcompliance. Please note that this report highlights only a portion of the
State of Compliance 2015 Survey data. The full results of our survey, including charts
depicting all 21 Survey questions, are available at the same site: www.pwc.com/us/
stateofcompliance.
We hope you find the information in this PwC State of Compliance 2015 Survey report
insightful and valuable. Our intention is that the report serve as a useful
tool to help you improve the effectiveness of your organization’s corporate compliance
function.
Sincerely,
Sally Bernstein
Principal, PwC US

Andrea Falcione
Managing Director, PwC US
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Introduction

In today’s dynamic business
environment, with rapidly emerging
trends driving new compliance risks
and impacting legal regulation, it’s more
challenging than ever for companies
to understand and meet baseline
obligations. This includes complying
with all applicable laws, regulations,
and compliance requirements across the
organization as well as fulfilling a broad
range of voluntary commitments.
Baseline compliance remains a big
responsibility for compliance officers,
and we recognize the challenges
involved, especially for companies in
highly regulated sectors that fall
under increasing scrutiny by regulators,
consumer advocates, and shareholder
activists.
Our 2015 Global CEO Survey highlights
the challenges that CEOs face in
managing a fast-changing environment.
It’s not simply economic fundamentals
that worry CEOs. Over-regulation is
cited by 78% as a concern1. And this
concern is not limited to industry-specific
regulations but goes much broader
into areas like trade and employment.
Yet, despite the prevalence of broad
and pervasive business trends, our
2015 survey suggests that the ethics
and compliance function (hereinafter
referred to as the compliance function)
has experienced only modest incremental
change.
This environment provides both threats
and opportunities to compliance officers.
While some compliance
officers may take a wait and see
approach, looking to follow the leaders,

others will recognize the opportunity to
move compliance beyond maintaining
baseline requirements to pursue more
strategic objectives
that derive incremental value to the
wider organization.

78%

of CEOs around
the world view
increasing
regulation as
the top threat to
business growth.

But they need to adapt as quickly as
the business, political, and economic
environment is shifting around them in
order to maximize this opportunity. 54%
of CEOs have entered or are considering
entering a new sector, driving even
further complexity
and regulatory uncertainty for
compliance leaders.
Compliance leaders can—and in
many cases are ideally positioned
to—proactively contribute to strategic
decisions and direction, align more
closely with the business, assist in driving
company culture, and help manage risks
associated with the company’s overall
strategy and key initiatives. By leveraging
the power of the compliance function to
manage current and emerging risks more
effectively than their peer organizations,
companies have a compelling means of
gaining competitive advantage.
All companies must grapple with
hyperregulation. Laws and regulatory
requirements of course vary from sector
to sector and across geographies. But

all companies in the same sector and/
or operating in the same regions face
the same or very similar regulatory
pressures. How can companies facing
similar rules and regulations gain
competitive advantage over their sector
peers? By doing a relatively better
job of managing compliance-related
risks. For instance, a cloud provider
that can demonstrate a higher level of
compliance with data security standards
may be better positioned to attract new
customers than its peers are. Similarly,
companies that more efficiently manage
their compliance-related risks may be
able to pass associated cost savings along
to customers, in the form of lower prices,
and to investors, in the form of greater
returns.
Companies face a range of risks as they
pursue strategies and initiatives to drive
growth and profitability. For instance,
many companies focus on innovation
initiatives by launching new products
and improving the customer experience.
And they’re looking to new partners,
new markets, and even new industries to
enter to sustain their growth. But such
strategies are fraught with compliance
risk that should be on the business
agenda—not just the compliance
department’s agenda. If not managed
effectively, compliance-related risks can
derail even the most-thoughtful and bestconceived corporate strategy.
Compliance chiefs should be routinely
working alongside other company leaders
to think through certain compliance
risks involving corporate strategy and
related initiatives. That way, relevant
risks can be considered throughout the

1 “A marketplace without boundaries? Responding to disruption,” 18th Annual Global CEO Survey, PwC, January 2015
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planning cycle rather than during
implementation (or worse, post
implementation, after an unexpected
compliance problem emerges).
Compliance chiefs can also help other
company leaders think through the
organization’s risks and can implement
a risk management framework to
ensure the success of the overall
corporate strategy.

1.

In our State of Compliance 2015 report,
we explore five themes on how the
compliance function can move beyond
its traditional responsibilities for
meeting baseline legal and regulatory
requirements and toward a more
strategic role in the organization.

3.

The compliance function should
collaborate with business owners
of compliance obligations.

4.

Compliance leaders should
evaluate and potentially
reimagine the identity of
their function.

5.

Compliance officers should
explore ways to increase
operational efficiency
and effectiveness

The compliance function should
actively participate in the setting
of corporate strategy.

2. Owners of compliance obligations

should be aware of what
“compliance” entails across
the organization as well as
understand the scope of their own
responsibilities.

PwC Research to Insight (r2i) conducted the State of Compliance 2015
Survey in February and March 2015, targeting senior executives with
responsibility for compliance, such as CCOs, chief risk officers, chief legal
counsel, and chief audit executives.
The aim of the research is threefold: to explore how organizations have
developed their compliance functions, to better understand how compliance
functions manage the increasing demands of numerous stakeholders, and
to determine how compliance organizations are positioning themselves for
the future.

We’re seeing these global
compliance trends being reflected
here in Canada, as the scope of
compliance and its strategic value
within Canadian companies increases.
In addition, regulatory developments
are driving changes in compliance
approach, scope and stature in several
industries. In financial services,
OSFI’s new regulatory compliance
management guidance is pushing
compliance functions into areas they
have traditionally left to pockets of
the business, such as human resources
and tax. In gaming, new principles
based regulations are elevating the
role of compliance and heightening the
need to work with business owners in
order to meet these new approaches.
Senior management requires greater
accountability from compliance
functions and CCOs are increasingly
expected to own the overall framework
through which the organization
identifies and manages compliance
risks, regardless of if the primary
responsibility for managing the risk lies
with compliance or the business. This
has increased the level of collaboration
with business owners. When coupled
with ongoing compliance monitoring
and oversight, evolving and developing
compliance functions provide
companies with the confidence that
regulatory obligations are being met in
an efficient and effective manner.

This year’s survey took a deeper dive into scope of responsibility, cost
of compliance, risk assessment, and the compliance function’s use of
technology.
Respondents to the online survey included both PwC clients and non clients.
In total, PwC received 1,102 responses over a four-week period. Percentages
may not add to 100 due to rounding and/or the exclusion of “Don’t know”
responses.

Leveraging the compliance function to gain a competitive edge
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1 Actively participate in the setting of corporate strategy.

The PwC 2015 Global CEO Survey shows
that increasing regulation is the top
threat to business growth prospects.
Around the globe, the vast majority
of CEOs (78%) express concern about
overregulation and its impact on their
ability to achieve companies’ strategies
and goals2, yet only about one-third of
companies (35%) report that CCOs are
involved in helping develop or implement
corporate strategy.

Q

2

4

CEOs around the globe say
they’re concerned about the
impact of hyperregulation on
their ability to
achieve strategic
objectives but
only 35%
of CCOs globally
are involved in
strategic planning.

35%

This is a surprising disconnect. Given
their growing concern over the impact of
regulations on corporate strategy, CEOs
should be turning to their CCOs for help
in guiding that strategy. After all, the
compliance function is ideally equipped
to identify and manage compliance
risks—including regulatory risks that
pose threats to the achievement of
strategic goals—yet many CEOs are not
gaining the benefits they could from their
compliance functions. As one survey
respondent said, “There’s no true buy-in
on compliance by our CEO or COO—only
lip service.”

How is the chief compliance officer/corporate compliance function
engaged in the development of your organization’s business strategy?

Global

Canada

35%

38%

As part of the annual business strategy development
meetings

18%

14%

Assists in the implementation of business strategy
once decisions are made

15%

16%

Addresses issues that arise after business strategy is
implemented

17%

16%

Not involved in developing or implementing business
strategy

“A marketplace without boundaries? Responding to disruption,” 18th Annual Global CEO Survey, PwC, January 2015
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Compliance professionals as
strategic partners
Compliance professionals can offer
valuable insights into the key business
decisions that affect a company’s growth
targets and other strategic imperatives.
Just as the presence of brakes give
automobile drivers the confidence
to accelerate, knowing they can stop
when needed, effective compliance
management gives CEOs and other
senior leaders the ability and confidence
to take the risks required to implement
their growth strategies—and to do so
more rapidly than their competitors
do. In that capacity, the compliance
function goes beyond simply meeting
baseline requirements by providing a
significantly stronger platform upon
which to push boundaries and seize
opportunities. And that creates a natural
opportunity to build productive working
relationships between compliance and
business managers. Rather than viewing
the compliance function in tactical,
defensive, and, often, negative terms
(e.g. as the department of “no”), the
business comes to view the function
in more collaborative, proactive, and
positive ways (e.g. as the “art of
the possible”).

3

Compliance officers can help the business
think through compliance issues related
to corporate strategy and initiatives and
thereby help build solutions up front
rather than waiting for issues to emerge
after execution. Said one compliance
chief: “Compliance leaders need to
demonstrate knowledge of the business
and their priorities and be able to bake
compliance requirements into business
processes versus adding them on after
the fact.” Doing so “helps drive the view
that compliance is a valued partner
versus something to be
afraid of.”
“Our compliance department should
develop a greater understanding
of strategic direction and business
operations of [the] organization in
order to function as a value-added
asset rather than as a watchdog.”
—2015 Survey respondent

“Compliance is valuable for attracting
and retaining new customers. We can
do a better job of tying compliance
efforts directly to sales wins in order
to promote the value of compliance
within the organization.”
—2015 Survey respondent
The compliance function can be
particularly valuable to companies
seeking growth outside their core
industries. Our CEO survey reveals
that 56% of CEOs globally say their
companies are likely to compete in new
industries over the next three years3.
As companies from less-regulated
industries, such as technology and retail,
move into more-regulated industries,
such as healthcare and financial services,
the ability to comply with sometimes
complex regulations will be critical to
their success.

If leveraged strategically, the compliance
function can be part of how the
organization differentiates itself in the
marketplace. For instance, in the current
cybersecurity environment, a retailer
that can show it invests in governance
and compliance leading to lessened
vulnerability to security breaches can use
that message to persuade consumers to
shop at its stores rather than a rival’s. Or
a bank that can promote its compliance
with proposed new rules requiring
financial services firms to act in the best
interest of their clients when selling
retirement investment products may
find that consumers are more willing
to entrust the bank with their money.
(Indeed, some firms have already begun
marketing themselves based on a similar
premise.)

“A marketplace without boundaries? Responding to disruption,” 18th Annual Global CEO Survey, PwC, January 2015
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2 Be aware of what “compliance” entails across the organization
as well as understand the scope of responsibilities.

The scope of the compliance function can
vary significantly from one organization
to the next, based on such factors as
company size, sector, and culture,
but there should be consensus on the
definition of scope. Compliance officers
and all others in the organization who
oversee compliance obligations must
not only understand the scope of their
own responsibilities but also come
to agreement on what compliance
entails across the organization—from
compliance with legal and regulatory
requirements to meeting internal
operational and other strategic
obligations. Just as chief financial
officers know where every dollar is
spent but don’t themselves spend every
dollar, CCOs should know how their
organizations manage all compliance

obligations and issues throughout the
company, even though they don’t own
all of the compliance responsibilities or
mitigation activity.
Coming to an understanding of
compliance obligations, where those
obligations sit in the organization, and
how they get tracked and reported
is an important step in maturing the
compliance program and enabling the
compliance function to add more
value to the organization. By
understanding who manages which
compliance obligations within the
business, compliance officers can identify
opportunities to add value enterprise
wide.

Q

In some sectors (e.g. financial services),
CCOs may have a deep understanding
of business operations; but in other
sectors, CCOs may depend on so-called
specialists in the business who have
the responsibility to determine that the
company is in compliance. CCOs should
expect clear explanations from the
business about how compliance is being
managed and should not accept cursory
assurances (e.g. “John is handling it ”).
At most companies, many of the
compliance obligations are fully or
partially managed outside the corporate
compliance function. For instance,
operational areas of compliance—such as
data privacy, trade compliance (imports
and exports), and conflict minerals—are
more likely to be managed directly by the

Please indicate whether the corporate compliance function has
direct, primary ownership or accountability for each of the following
at your organization:
Direct ownership
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Global

Canada

Code of conduct

86%

89%

Ethics Program and Controls

84%

84%

FCPA/ Anti-bribery and Anti-corruption

76%

78%

Investigations

71%

62%

Hotline

68%

49%

Compliance Audit

68%

68%

Policy Process Management

63%

57%

Privacy and Data Protection

60%

81%

Third Party/Vendor Compliance

52%

35%

Records Retention

49%

38%

Enterprise Risk Management

43%

27%

Export compliance

32%

16%

Internal Audit

31%

27%

Import/ Customs Compliance

29%

16%
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business, with the compliance function
only providing oversight and assistance
and in many cases, reporting on those
areas to the board. That said, those roles
may differ depending on
the organization.

Ask yourself, “Who is
responsible for each area
of compliance in my
organization?” If you can’t
answer the question easily
or if various stakeholders
in the company might
answer it differently,
compliance responsibilities
need clearer definitions.
Once scope has been defined, CCOs
must communicate expectations
clearly to compliance owners across
the company. And there must be
clarity about compliance roles—who
leads, who follows, and who executes.
Unfortunately, our survey data and our
interactions with clients suggest that, as
in past years, the scope of compliance
usually is not clearly defined and/or
communicated across the organization.
As a result, there may be gaps in
compliance management, or there may
be poorly executed or poorly monitored
compliance activities that could result in
the emergence of unforeseen issues.

Within Canada, our survey
indicated that compliance
functions are taking a leading role in
privacy and data protection. This area
has seen a significant increase in risk in
recent years so it’s encouraging to see
this role is being taken on by compliance.
For example, as firms move to Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) policies, compliance
functions are helping navigate the
complexity involved with developing
a scalable, risk based approach and
the related data protection concerns.
Conversely, the survey indicated that
compliance functions within Canada are
less likely than their global counterparts
to have primary responsibility for a
number of other areas, including third
party/vendor compliance, enterprise risk
management, and investigations.

The crucial role of oversight
Regardless of who owns which
obligations, the central compliance
function must ensure that all compliance
risks are being managed effectively
across the organization. For that reason,
all areas of compliance should be in the
purview (although not necessarily the
direct responsibility) of the CCO and
managed under a shared framework,
with consolidated oversight by the
compliance function. Consolidated
oversight will enable the CCO to provide
the CEO and board with a direct
line of sight into all key compliance
responsibilities across the organization.
It will also help ensure that exceptions
and issues get quickly reported up
the chain of command so they can be
handled appropriately.

Tools to aid in
understanding scope
A variety of tools and aids are available
to assist an organization in documenting
the scope of compliance, from assurance
maps to compliance risk inventories
and dashboards. Those tools and aids
can be good starting points for internal
conversations or negotiations about
who is responsible for which compliance
obligations.
We provide one example of such an
aid, which we call the bull’s-eye chart
(see Figure 1). The center of the chart
shows the areas that are often managed
directly by the compliance function,
from the organization’s code of conduct
to conflicts of interest. Radiating
outward from the center are areas that
the function may not manage directly
but has a role in monitoring, such as
government contracting, product safety
and compliance, and third-party due
diligence. The next outer ring comprises
areas often in the direct line of sight
of the compliance function as well as
areas for which the function provides
frameworks for managing compliance
issues and/or is engaged when issues
arise. This may include,
for instance, product labeling or records
management. Beyond the bull’s eye are
areas that are typically fully managed
outside the purview of the compliance
function, such as tax compliance or
compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
The following bull’s-eye chart is
illustrative only and should be
modified to suit an organization’s
needs. Indeed, the chart might change
as the organization’s business and
related compliance risk management
responsibilities shift and grow. The goal
of the tool is simply to gain clarity around
where compliance management is
occurring throughout the organization.

Leveraging the compliance function to gain a competitive edge
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Figure 1: Identifying compliance scope, illustrative tool
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Compliance obligation examples

Out of scope: Financial reporting,
Sarbanes-Oxley, Tax

Compliance function: Example roles
The roles and responsibilities of the compliance function can vary dramatically from one organization to the next and
are usually determined by organizational culture. We have seen a variety of ownership and responsibility structures.
Following are two example models.
A legal-oriented compliance function.
At one larger company, the CCO focuses solely on
managing external legal and regulatory obligations.
Certain other compliance activity has been assigned
to the business–for example, technical compliance
with International Organization for Standardization
standards and certain voluntary environmental
standards. Historically, unless a compliance obligation
was explicitly driven by or linked to a specific legal
requirement or regulatory obligation, it was assumed
that the business would take responsibility for managing
the risk—with little or no involvement on the part of
the central corporate compliance function. With no
clear guidance, that situation led to real potential for
compliance gaps.
At this company, the focus of the compliance function
is strictly on the law; the mind-set of protecting the
business dominates. At such companies, the compliance
function’s oversight of compliance activities within the
business is challenging and may well be out of reach.

8
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Compliance incubation.
At another company, the CCO conducted an extensive
assessment of compliance risks and related controls
and identified several new key risks that were not
being managed effectively. After conferring with a few
key allies in the business and after building consensus
with colleagues in senior leadership, the CCO hired
more resources to manage the compliance risk areas in
question. The risks are largely operational in nature and
thus typically would be managed within the business. In
this case, however, the business was simply not ready to
own either compliance risk management or the related
controls in those areas. That’s why the newly hired
resources now reside within the compliance function,
where the risk areas will incubate until the time is right
to move those compliance management obligations out
into the business, which ultimately will own them.

State of Compliance 2015 Survey

3 Collaborate with business owners of compliance obligations.

Once scope has been defined and
communicated, the compliance function
must make sure that all of the main
compliance-related risks and activities
across the organization are being
managed effectively regardless of where
the compliance function sits within the
organization. It requires collaborating
with the business, where the vast
majority of compliance obligations are
typically managed. Mechanisms must
be in place to facilitate collaboration
and coordination of activities between
the central compliance function and
compliance owners within the business,
and clear accountability for compliance

Q

obligations must be demanded
throughout the organization.
Many areas require collaboration to
ensure that critical risks get managed
effectively. Consider cybersecurity,
a high-priority issue for many
organizations. The technology or security
officer typically owns cybersecurity
risk, but because it is a complex issue,
its many different elements are usually
managed by many different players,
from compliance officers and business
managers to the legal department—often
with little or no coordination.

Such lack of coordination creates gaps
that cybercriminals can exploit. And
indeed, respondents to our 2015 Global
State of Information Security Survey
reported that the number of detected
incidents had soared to almost 43
million, a 48% increase over 2013. As
incidents increased, so did costs: the total
financial losses attributed to security
compromises rose by a third (34%) in
2014 compared with the previous year4.

Which of the following departments or functions serve on the compliance committee?
85%

Compliance
Legal
Internal audit
Finance

47%

54%
58%
50%

Human resources
Risk management
Operations
IT
Business units
22%
26%

Sales and marketing
13%

Supply chain 0%
Procurement

5%

Research & development
Other
Investor relations
Don't know 0%

68%

45%
42%
40%
42%
37%
37%

13%
12%
11%
10%
11%
9%

Global
Canada

5%
6%

0

4

74%

59%
63%
55%

100%

82%

20

40

60

80

100

PwC, The Global State of Information Security 2015
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The Canadian marketplace is
seeing collaboration driven by new
or updated supervisory guidelines,
such as OSFI’s E-13. It’s also seeing
increased business complexity as
organizations expand into new markets
or merge across different regulated
businesses. Compliance is often uniquely
positioned within the organization to
engage the various lines of business
to address what seem like divergent
concerns. This allows them to present a
unified compliance solution for senior
management.

Rethinking siloed approaches
The rising incidence and cost of security
breaches have made many companies
rethink their siloed approaches to
managing cybersecurity. Effective
management of cybersecurity risk
requires collaboration among teams
that have technology acumen, legal
knowledge, compliance expertise, risk
management experience, and business
understanding. It requires a federated
model with, for example, the information
technology and legal departments, the
compliance function, business managers,
and external stakeholders all working
together effectively to protect the
business.
Supply chain risk is another area of
concern—especially for companies that
plan to expand into new geographies—
and another area that requires
collaboration with the compliance
function. Supplier or third-party
compliance has risen rapidly as a top
future perceived risk, with 22% of
respondents placing it among their
top three future risks—double the
percentage who gave it that ranking in
2014. This important risk area is often
shared among several competencies—
such as the compliance function,
procurement, distribution, and supply
chain managers—as companies struggle
to manage a wide range of vendor
resiliency, compliance, and related
business continuity risk.

10
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Who is managing the
organization’s critical risks?
Despite the growing threat of supplier
problems, supply chain personnel are
represented on compliance committees
only 13% of the time of those surveyed
globally, and none of those surveyed in
Canada. Is this high-priority issue being
managed elsewhere, and if so, does
it involve a collaborative relationship
with the CCO? We hope the answer to
both questions is yes and that the CCO
is engaged appropriately, even if supply
chain risk is managed or overseen outside
the traditional compliance committee
structure. But the absence of supply
chain representation on the compliance
committee makes this difficult to
determine from our data.
Supply chain is just one example. We
also continue to see other high-risk areas
(e.g. sales and marketing, procurement,
and R&D) not represented on most
compliance committees. If compliance
risks in those areas are not being
addressed by business representatives
on the compliance committee, where
are the risks being managed? And is
the compliance function overseeing
the management of those risks? If not,
how can the company be sure that all
compliance owners are following a
shared framework and that risks are
being managed effectively?

State of Compliance 2015 Survey

Providing a framework for
business owners
We’re not suggesting that supply
chain, cybersecurity, and other critical
risks should always be the direct
responsibilities of the compliance
department, but we do suggest that
management and oversight of such
risks be considered and addressed
proactively. The compliance function
should develop a framework that helps

the business manage compliance issues
and that provides oversight to ensure the
framework is being adhered to.
A compliance framework (see Figure
2) gives a structured approach to the
management of individual risks (e.g.
fraud, corruption, privacy and security
risk). Among other things, a framework
should encompass policies and processes;
monitoring that facilitates timely
oversight and ensures that processes are

achieving stated goals; and auditing that
makes sure processes get implemented
as designed. A compliance framework
for all business owners of compliance
responsibilities helps ensure a consistent
approach to risk management. In our
experience, such a framework can be
an effective tool that CCOs can use
to engage with their business peers
throughout the organization.

Figure 2: PwC’s compliance framework, which maps to Federal Sentencing Guidelines

Business strategy

Tone at
the top
Risk assessment
Lines of communication
Oversight and responsibility

Business management

Policies and procedures
Monitoring
Response and prevention

Business oversight

Auditing
Training
Enforcement and discipline

The compliance function should develop a framework to help the business manage compliance issues. The framework is an effective tool
that CCOs can use to engage with business peers throughout the organization.
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4 Evaluate and potentially reimagine the identity of their function.

“Most individuals see the CCO as the
bad guy [who is] around only when
something is wrong.”
—2015 Survey respondent
Hyperregulation is sometimes viewed
as the greatest threat to business
growth, but it also represents the biggest
opportunity for CCOs to assert the value
of the compliance function within their
organizations. With risk increasing,
change accelerating, and regulations
multiplying, the opportunity for CCOs
to elevate the profile of the compliance
function—and their own status in the
organization—has never been greater.
And in our view, the CCO’s role and the
role of the function will grow even more
important as business and regulatory
environments become more closely
connected in the coming years and the
penalties for getting
it wrong both tactically and strategically
increase5.

With risk increasing,
change accelerating, and
regulations multiplying,
the opportunity for CCOs
to elevate the profile of the
compliance function—and
their own status within the
organization—has never
been greater.

Q

Overcoming barriers to a more
strategic role

Narrow focus on the legal aspects of
compliance
Even though we envision a more strategic
role and a stronger identity for the
compliance function of the future, in
many organizations the clear functional
focus remains largely on the legal
aspects of compliance. This makes sense
and is explained partly by the fact that
at many companies, the compliance
function continues to sit within the
legal department. This year’s State of
Compliance data indicates that the
compliance function skews even more
toward legal than we may have expected.
Named compliance chiefs report to the
general counsel at more than one-third
of companies we surveyed (37%) in
Canada and report to the CEO at 23%
of companies. In many cases, CCOs who

To whom does your chief compliance officer or chief ethics and
compliance officer (CECO) report?
31%

General counsel/legal
Chief Executive Officer
Board of Directors/Audit Committee

17%
2%

Chief Financial Officer
Chief Risk Officer
48 45
Chief Audit Executive
25

0

2%
3%
17 5

7%
8%
7%

Global
Canada

42
10

15

37%

26%
23%
21%

20
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We discuss in detail why the CCO’s role in strategy will become increasingly important in the coming years in “The surprising truth about the C-suite star of 2025,”
Resilience: A journal of strategy and risk, PwC, 2014
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report to the CEO are dual hatted; that is,
they’re both general counsel and CCO.
Having the compliance function reside
within the legal department may well be
a pragmatic solution for some companies,
and there are advantages to that
model. For instance, many compliance
subject matter experts reside in the
legal department, which may make
compliance management more efficient.
That said, we have noted the benefits
of expanding the compliance function
beyond its traditional focus on the legal
aspects of compliance, which may be
more difficult to do when the function
is housed in the legal department.
General counsel and other company legal
representatives are rightly focused on
protecting the business. However, it’s
not hard to see the natural tension that
this model presents, because the need to
protect the business is balanced against
the need for compliance transparency.

As one respondent stated, “We need
to be sure that raising awareness and
communication of compliance concerns
are not suppressed by the legal function
due to concerns about increasing legal
risks and maintaining attorney-client
privilege.”

Canadian results mirrored the
global survey, with most CCOs
reporting to the General Counsel or
the General Counsel acting as the CCO.
New evidence, however, is pointing to
trends where Canadian companies are
starting to:

In a perfect world, we would recommend
that the compliance function be a standalone group that reports to the CEO and
has a dedicated, executive-level CCO. That
closer link to the CEO’s agenda would
enable the CCO to be more proactive and
engaged in strategic decision making. By
contrast, if business managers view the
compliance function as a legal watchdog,
it may be harder for them to view the CCO
as a strategic partner who can provide
valuable insights. Compliance chiefs
who sit in the legal department should
recognize the added challenges they face in
contributing strategic insights to
the organization.

(1) establish standalone compliance
functions where a separate function did
not previously exist,
(2) have discussions around where the
compliance function should sit within
the organization—historically the legal
group has been the most common—
including how it should align with risk
functions, and
(3) recognize that compliance is well
positioned within the firm to be a
strategic partner that can facilitate
change in areas such as cyber security
and technological enhancements.

Who functions as your organization’s compliance officer?

Q

48%
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Lack of compliance team
diversity in skill areas,
experience, and operational
backgrounds
Regardless of where the compliance
function resides in the organization,
we continue to see the same types of
skills and experience represented in the
function—namely, compliance, ethics,
and legal. Data analysis experience,
technology acumen, business operations
experience, industry expertise, and
other skill sets and backgrounds that
could make the function more well
rounded—and better able to contribute
to corporate strategy—are still not as
well represented as they should be in
today’s compliance departments. That
said, Canadian representation in each of
these areas is notably higher than global

Q

representation, indicating that Canada
is leading the way when it comes to
diversity in skills and experience. 73% of
respondents stated that their compliance
departments include members with
industry expertise, while 68% said their
team members have business operations
experience, each of which is very helpful
in ensuring that their compliance
programs are meaningful and relevant to
the business.
The composition of compliance teams
varies depending on the extent of
regulation. The majority of companies in
regulated industries have more-diverse
compliance teams that incorporate
ethics, legal, audit, regulatory, and
industry experience. By contrast,
compliance functions in less-regulated
organizations are typically composed
mostly of individuals who have legal

Which of the following skillsets and experiences are represented in
your organization’s Corporate Compliance function?
Global
Canada

28%
32%

HR background

33%
35%

Technology acumen

33%

Data analysis experience

43%
43%

Finance background

57%
55%

Business operations background

68%
65%
70%

Audit background
55%

Industry expertise

73%
80%
78%

Compliance or ethics background
64%

Regulatory compliance experience

80%
84%

Legal background
0
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and ethics expertise, with other types
of expertise represented in only about
half of the less-regulated companies we
surveyed.

Broadening the mix of
compliance talent
To raise the profile of the compliance
function in the eyes of business leaders,
CCOs should broaden the mix of talent
on their compliance teams. With
compliance becoming more complex
and more critical to executing business
strategy, CCOs would do well to add
resources with business, sector, complex
data analysis, and technology skills and
knowledge to their teams. Doing so will
help the compliance function play a more
strategic role in the organization. After
all, it’s the people in the department who
help drive the function’s identity across
the company.
In some industries, the traditional
skill profile of CCOs themselves may
have to change as well. For instance,
compliance functions in the financial
services industry have ballooned in size
in the past few years, and the function
has had to manage large projects,
such as remediations and lookbacks.
That puts CCOs with heavy change
management experience and experience
in leading large organizations at a
distinct advantage. We’re likely to see
that evolution in skills continue as the
regulatory environment becomes more
and more complex.
To establish the compliance function
as a dynamic and vibrant option that
will attract top talent—the stars of the
future C-suite—CCOs should consider
new ways to expand career opportunities
for their staffs. Some CCOs admit
there’s a challenge in positioning the
compliance function as a desirable option
for potential recruits. One respondent

State of Compliance 2015 Survey

noted: “Ethics and compliance [E&C] is
not viewed as an attractive functional
rotation. In order to recruit talent, E&C
must be able to demonstrate that people
can come in and get promoted back to
the business.” Another respondent said,
“I suggest mandatory rotation into the
compliance functions at all levels in the
organization before general management
roles at the different levels in the
organization can
be assigned.”

actively recruiting talent from targeted
undergraduate and graduate programs;
and only 9% globally and 11% in Canada
are offering attractive tours of duty for
compliance personnel into the business.

Those suggestions may be worthy, but
our survey shows that most companies
aren’t taking steps to recruit qualified
candidates. In this year’s survey, we
asked how organizations are attracting
talent. The primary approach is to offer
competitive compensation and benefits.
We saw limited evidence that companies
are considering other, innovative ways
to attract and retain the talent required
to establish effective programs and bring
a broader perspective to the function.
For instance, only 23% globally and
19% in Canada are establishing formal
career paths from key compliance
roles to senior-level positions; only
13% globally and 11% in Canada are

Gaining C-suite support

Q

Forward-thinking CCOs can capitalize
on these survey findings by developing
more innovative ways to recruit talented
candidates for their compliance teams. If
they did so, they could gain competitive
advantage in the talent market.

CCOs should view the current
environment as an opportunity to
strengthen the identity of the compliance
function by articulating to the CEO
how the function can help the company
achieve its strategic objectives. Building
a more diverse team that includes
business, sector, and technology skills
and knowledge will signal that the
compliance function is not just a legal
watchdog but also a strategic partner
focused on business outcomes, and that
will help gain support from the C-suite.

To raise the profile of the compliance
function further, CCOs should seek
to build trust and nurture strategic
partnerships with business leaders
throughout the organization. In addition,
they must continue to explore ways of
establishing the value of the compliance
function in moving the business forward
and supporting growth goals in an
ethical, cost-effective, and efficient
manner—above and beyond the value
of keeping executives out of jail and the
company out of the headlines. And they
must communicate the fact that failure to
examine and mitigate compliance-related
risks could severely limit the company’s
ability to grow profitably and compete
effectively.
We recognize that at many organizations,
the CCO may not have a seat at the table
today. But we also hear consistently,
across sectors that CCOs may not want
that seat, because staff reductions and
increased duties have combined to make
their jobs more difficult, leaving little
time for playing that more strategic role.
We believe CCOs should advocate for a seat
at the table, but we recognize it may not

What actions, if any, are you taking to attract talent to compliance roles within your organization?
30%

None of the above
Offering attractive 'tours of duty' for
compliance personnel into the business
Adding compliance experience as a key success
factor for executive promotion decisions

3%

38%

Global
Canada

9%
11%
13%
13%
11%
13%
16%

Actively recruting talent at specific
undergraduate and graduate programs
Encouraging short-term job rotations from the
business into the corporate compliance function
Establishing a formal career progression path to
senior-level positions for key compliance roles

19%

23%
32%
35%

Offering a highly competitive compensation
and benefits package
0
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always be possible, depending on the level
at which the compliance function resides
in the organization. That level depends
heavily on the sector and the regulatory
environment. Nevertheless, if CCOs do
not feel comfortable asking to play a
more strategic role, it could be that senior
leaders, focused more on growing revenue
and less on support functions, are not
taking advantage of the full potential of the
compliance function to help the company
achieve its strategic objectives. In an era
of growing complexity and increased
business risk, a strong compliance leader is
a major asset to any business.

Q

By establishing better clarity over the scope
and roles of the compliance function and
by collaborating with business owners
of compliance obligations—two key
imperatives we discussed earlier—the
CCO will come to be viewed as a trusted
broker of knowledge of all compliance
risks and thus become inherently more
relevant and useful to the CEO. To further
gain C-suite support for a more strategic
role for the compliance function, CCOs
should focus on the key compliance issues
that are also top of mind among CEOs.
For instance, data security (new to this
year’s survey) far outpaced other areas

as a perceived future risk, with 47% of
global respondents and 49% of Canadian
respondents including it as a top three risk.
This aligns with the PwC 2015 Global CEO
Survey, which shows that 61% of CEOs
globally are “somewhat” or “extremely”
concerned about cyberthreats, including
lack of data security.6 By engaging with the
CEO in a conversation about this or other
critical risks and about how the compliance
function can help manage them, CCOs can
begin to demonstrate the strategic value
the function offers.

Please select your top 3 areas in terms of future perceived level of compliance-related risk to your business
over the next 5 years (i.e. to 2020)?
47%
49%

Data security
12%

Money laundering
Bribery/corruption

24%

Industry-specific regulations

24%

Privacy and confidentiality
12%

Consumer protection
Conflicts of interest
Supplier/vendor/third-party
Regulatory quality
6%

Safety/environmental
Insider trading
Fair competition/anti-trust
Government contracting
Import-export controls/trade
Business continuity
Ethical sourcing
Social media
Records management
0
6

8%
3%
5%
5%
5%
6%
5%
7%
5%
8%
5%
2%
3%
4%
3%
6%
3%
10

24%
19%
17%
16%

14%
12%
11%

20

35%
35%
27%
27%

22%

30

40

A marketplace without boundaries? Responding to disruption, 18th Annual Global CEO Survey, PwC, January 2015.
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5 Explore ways to increase operational efficiency and effectiveness.

In a challenging revenue environment,
some compliance organizations
(including 8% of our survey respondents
globally) have seen budget reductions,
even as regulatory requirements are
increasing. To meet the growing number
of demands they face while keeping
costs in check, compliance teams must
search for ways to increase operational
efficiency and effectiveness.

Q

Compliance, for example, can be defined
as activities connected with the act of

Does your Chief Compliance Officer/ corporate
compliance function actively measure
compliance cost to your organization?

Global

41%

complying with laws and regulations,
or it can mean money spent responding
to compliance issues. Compliance costs
can be categorized into a number of
buckets, including affirmative spending
on compliance activities (some required,
others preventive) and defensive
spending associated with handling acute
noncompliance issues and cost avoidance
(e.g. fines avoided). But even these
buckets can vary.

There continues to be a drive, across all
areas of the business, to understand and
align value for spend. However, defining
what is included in overall compliance
spend is difficult, because compliance
scope and activity are defined and
executed differently at different
organizations.

35%

What elements does your corporate compliance
function consider to help define aggregate
compliance cost when determining budgets or
articulating program value?

Q

Direct operating costs

24%

Compliance-related initiatives
Systems and tools

Canada

46%

27%

Third party (e.g. contingent workers,
contractors, consulting fees)

27%

Indirect operating costs
Direct cost of non-compliance

0
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Yes
No
Don’t know

Q

Don’t know

Global

Canada

74%
69%
57%
55%
51%
36%
2%
12%

71%
71%
53%
35%
41%
18%
0%
24%

Why doesn’t your corporate compliance function actively measure aggregate compliance cost?
40%

Have never been asked
19%

Responsibility of different function(s)

28%
30%

Too difficult to calculate
15%

Not relevant to our organization
Determine budget using other information
48
25

Don't know
0%
45
Other 0%
0 17

10%
9%

50%

Global
Canada
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In part due to these challenges, our
survey results show that only 41% of
global and 46% of Canadian CCOs
measure compliance cost, whereas
35% and 27% respectively do not
even attempt to do so. But despite the
difficulties, it’s important to identify
areas where compliance-related costs
could be better managed, as our 2015
CEO Survey shows that CEOs continue to
view cost reduction as a high priority.7

Gaining efficiency in three areas
Given the complexity of operating in
numerous jurisdictions, the fact that only
33% of compliance departments have
budgets greater than $1 million and that
compliance budgets did not increase
as much last year as in prior years,
direct cost reductions will be difficult.
We believe there are opportunities
to be more productive and gain cost
efficiencies in three
key areas:
• Risk identification and assessment

Risk identification and
assessment
While the majority of companies
surveyed globally (67%) conduct
compliance risk assessments annually,
this proportion is even higher here in
Canada, at an impressive 76%. More than
two-thirds of companies globally and in
Canada engage with senior stakeholders
to conduct risk assessments—an
approach we believe all compliance
functions should follow. Many companies
follow a variety of other practices as well,
such as analyzing business compliance
key performance indicators (KPIs) and
conducting focus groups.

Q

Most companies are conducting
compliance risk assessments at the
right frequency level, but they’re not
necessarily using the results to determine
whether compliance risks are increasing
or decreasing—information that is
needed to support the business strategy.
Instead, many companies use the results
for training and internal controls, for
updating policies and procedures, and/or
for updating internal audit plans.

How do you conduct your compliance risk assessment?

67%
68%

Engage with senior stakeholders

58%
62%

Analyze compliance-related violations

• Compliance monitoring and testing
• Technology solutions

41%
44%

Analyze business units' compliance KPIs
23%
18%
42
21%
12%

Solicit input from the Board
Conduct focus groups

29%

Undertake a staff survey

9%
9%
9%

Other
Don't know
0

7

10
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Q

How does your organization use its compliance risk assessment results to effectively manage risk?
67%
71%

We enhance our training and other internal
controls based on the assessment results

62%

We update our policies and procedures
based on the assessment results

58%

We do a deeper dive into specific risks
based on the assessment results
We incorporate the assessment results
into our annual Internal Audit plan

42%

We enhance our compliance risk reporting
based on our assessment results
We use the assessment
results to catalogue our risks

28%
26%

We create new, advanced metrics and
measures based on the assessment results

12%
12%

Don't know

2%

Other
0

Managing multiple risk
assessments
This year, we explored how multiple
types of risk assessments get managed
in organizations, because we’ve
found in our work with clients that
many companies struggle with siloed,
uncoordinated, and overlapping
activities in this area. The compliance
function is more likely to manage
regulatory compliance and ethics risk
assessment activities than to manage
activities associated with fraud,
enterprise resource management, and
cultural assessments. The data indicates
an even split among organizations
that integrate many of those activities
and organizations that manage them
as wholly separate activities. We
also learned that companies may
be conducting at least six separate

37%
41%

47%

65%

62%

52%

50%

Global
Canada

6%
10

20

30

compliance-related risk assessments,
suggesting a lack of coordination and
collaboration that may be frustrating
to business partners who are tasked
with responding to multiple requests for
similar information. From a compliance
and business performance perspective,
we advocate closer collaboration and
more integration of compliance-related
assessments so as to help drive efficiency
and reduce costs by eliminating
overlapping and redundant assessments.

Compliance monitoring
and testing
We continue to note a growing need for
increased monitoring and testing around
compliance-related issues—in part to
demonstrate the ongoing effectiveness
of compliance initiatives and activities.
The challenge continues to lie in ways

40

50
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80

to execute efficiently and effectively.
Business owners should be monitoring
their compliance management activities
and reacting in real time to changes or
threats. But the way they do that, the
efficacy of their efforts, and whether
and how that activity gets tracked and
communicated back to compliance are
less clear.
In addition, due to the wide array of
compliance management activities taking
place across organizations, centralized
testing of effectiveness (which would also
increase efficiency) remains a significant
challenge. It’s partly because, for many
businesses, the activities that require
monitoring and testing occur in the field
and are therefore difficult to efficiently
monitor and test from a centralized
compliance function. That challenge is
exacerbated because testing typically
requires subject matter knowledge that

Leveraging the compliance function to gain a competitive edge
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the compliance department may not
have, which could limit the effectiveness
of testing.
We often see overlaps or gaps in the ways
monitoring and testing are performed,
which suggests an opportunity to gain
immediate process efficiencies and drive
further cost reduction. Today, robust
compliance dashboards consolidate
data in a manner that supports easier
presentation and analysis of compliance
data. Such technology could enable
broader coverage
of testing.
Whereas close to 44% of respondents
fully outsource hotline intake, a
minority of companies globally currently
outsource monitoring (6%) and testing
(10%), and these proportions are even
lower in Canada. We are, however,
starting to see that companies in certain
sectors (e.g. financial services and
pharma/life sciences) are beginning
to outsource more activities in this
space—to take advantage of specialist

Q

skill sets and dedicated resources. Realtime monitoring is the next frontier
for compliance risk management, with
companies in less-heavily-regulated
industries poised to follow the lead of
organizations in more-heavily-regulated
sectors.

Effective compliance monitoring
and testing is a hot topic within
Canada, particularly when it comes to
how this intersects with the increasing
use of the three lines of defense model.
Traditionally, compliance functions have
monitored and tested the compliance
risks managed by the compliance
function, which has meant consistent
monitoring and testing hasn’t taken
place across the rest of the business. This
is changing, driven by the increasing
recognition of the value that compliance
functions bring, and through regulatory
changes such as OSFI’s E-13. In line
with our global survey, larger Canadian
organizations are performing—or

Do you fully outsource any of the following?
44%
43%

Hotline intake

15%
Compliance training

8%
13%
16%

Compliance auditing

10%
3%

Compliance testing

42

10%
11%

Investigations

6%
3%

Compliance monitoring
0

20

Global
Canada

10
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planning to perform—monitoring and
testing at a level closer to the business,
so there’s a role for central compliance
to make sure that consistent standards
for this are developed and implemented.
For other organizations, testing by a
central compliance unit can be the most
efficient and effective approach.
All in all, we’re seeing an increasing
level of compliance monitoring and
testing, and a corresponding increase
in the opportunities for other assurance
functions (such as internal audit) to
change their strategies to leverage this
testing. Without this new approach,
businesses may experience oversight
fatigue.

Technology solutions
In theory, technology can enable
companies to increase the efficiency
and reduce the costs of compliance
management (and related governance
and risk management activities) by
automating and streamlining processes.
However, the perception of many
compliance professionals seems to be
that governance, risk, and compliance
(GRC) technology has not made great
strides. Only 21% of CCOs we surveyed
globally, and 30% surveyed in Canada,
use a dedicated GRC tool. More than
one-third of global respondents (36%)
and almost half of Canadian respondents
(48%) say they’re getting by with other
in-house tools, and about one-quarter
(27% globally and 24% in Canada) report
that GRC technology is not a priority
for them.
Technology has the potential to
add significant value to compliance
management, but the compliance
function is struggling with how to extract
that value from existing technology
tools. One challenge is that although
GRC tools work well with well-defined
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processes and clear requirements,
often the compliance function or
other departments rush to purchase a
tool to drive efficiency before related
requirements and processes have become
fully understood and developed. In
addition, it can be difficult to access the
data needed to use the tools effectively—
in part because the data is dispersed
throughout the organization.
A bigger challenge, in our view, is that
many organizations have not identified
the data they need for measuring
how well the business is managing
compliance risk and how well the
compliance function is contributing
to other business-related objectives.
Instead, many companies focus on the
number of employees trained or the
amount of call center volume. This focus
tends to drive the tools the function
requires.

Q

For technology tools to be
useful, compliance teams
need data that measures
how well the business
manages compliance
risk and how well the
compliance function helps
achieve other businessrelated objectives.
Traditional data, such
as number of employees
trained or call center
volume, doesn’t measure
how well specific risks are
being managed.

GRC tools may not be panaceas, but we’re
seeing growing use of data analytics
tools. These new tools vary in complexity,
are system agnostic, and can work with
any data set. They include simple tools
that can provide broader coverage—for
example, testing a full, 100% of time
and expense reports rather than a small
sample; linking the reports with roles
or locations; and searching for outliers.
Such data analytics tools may provide
quick efficiency gains for compliance
functions—and at reasonable cost.

How, if at all, does your organization use data analytics in its corporate compliance and ethics program?
53%

For internal reporting

59%
39%
38%

For trending and comparisons
To monitor for inappropriate
or suspicious activity

37%

43%

35%

To track regulatory compliance
(e.g. meeting compliance deadlines)

41%
28%

For visualization and dashboarding

22%
28%

For transaction monitoring

46%
20%
19%

For external reporting

20%
22%

We receive automated data outputs
We do not use data analytics in our
corporate compliance and ethics program

17%
14%
14%
16%

Don't know
We access data from portable
devices (e.g. smartphone, tablet)

3%
0

Global
Canada
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Conclusion

With overregulation, cybersecurity,
and other compliance-related threats
to business growth top of mind among
CEOs worldwide, the time is ripe for
compliance chiefs to elevate their
status within their organizations by
demonstrating how the compliance
function can help manage risks and
contribute to achieving strategic goals.
Compliance with all applicable laws
and regulations will always be a
primary responsibility of compliance
officers. But the compliance function
can be so much more. By acquiring a
deeper understanding of the business,
forging relationships with key business
leaders throughout the company, and
contributing insights to help guide
strategic direction and decisions,
compliance professionals can transform
their traditional identity as legal and
regulatory watchdogs and come to be
viewed by the business as strategic
partners. By expanding their views of the
role of the compliance function and the
strategic value it can offer the business,
CCOs can become valued members of
the executive team—and future stars of
the C-suite.

Top 5 ways compliance
professionals can
become C-suite stars:

1.

Participating in strategy decisions,
and proactively articulate to
the CEO the strategic value that
compliance can deliver.

2. Review the strategy plan and

develop ideas for handling new or
unusual compliance risks or for
leveraging them to gain competitive
advantage.

3.

Forge close relationships with key
business leaders throughout the
company. Offer insights to help the
business identify and mitigate risks
related to compliance issues.

4.

Define or redefine the scope of
compliance across the organization
and build partnerships with
compliance owners within the
business to ensure that all issues are
being managed effectively.

5.

Implement efficiency initiatives to
improve the effectiveness of the
compliance function and reduce
compliance-related costs.

Our global survey insights and trends are very relevant here in Canada.
Compliance issues are becoming more pressing for Canadian organizations,
so many compliance functions are changing to respond to—and get ahead of—
ever-increasing regulation requirements and the related expectations. In a world
where a valuable and strategic compliance function can really help a company
gain competitive advantage, there are significant opportunities for CCOs and
other compliance leaders to elevate the role and value of their positions and
functions.
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